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We aimed to classify all Our next steps...
interface: To enable others to
variable stars in the User
access the results, we are developing a
user interface.
SuperWASP all-sky survey... Machine Learning: To speed up the

Variable stars are stars which change in brightness. This is caused
either by a physical change within the star, changing the amount
of emitted light, or by an external factor blocking light from the
star. Variability is detectable on timescales from hours to years.

SuperWASP-South [D. Anderson]

Stellar variability is plotted as a graph of brightness
against time, known as a light curve.

Norton (2018) performed a re-analysis of the SuperWASP archive,
detecting ~1.6 million possible unique variability periods
corresponding to ~0.8 million stars.

We asked members of the
public to complete a
pattern matching exercise.

App: To engage with more people, we
have added the ability to take part on
mobile.

SuperWASP
Variable Stars:
Classifying Stars Using
Citizen Science

By engaging with 8,000+ members of the public since 2018, we
have classiﬁed ~2 million variable stars. We discovered 300+ new
stars, including extreme and unique stars (Thiemann et al. 2021).

To classify ~1.6 million light curves, we created a Zooniverse
project called SuperWASP Variable Stars (SVS). Volunteers
complete a pattern matching exercise to classify stars based on
the shape of the light curves, see below.
We aimed to identify (i) rare and extreme
variables, (ii) populations of variables for
further observational follow up and
modelling.
Light curves can be classiﬁed as:
(i) Pulsating stellar variable
(ii) Detached eclipsing binary
(iii) Contact eclipsing binary
(iv) Rotationally modulated
(v) Unknown stellar variable
(vi) Junk light curve
Volunteers are presented with a light curve [SVS]

Top left, right: Model and light curve of
new binary star [Thiemann]
Bottom left: V838Mon [NASA]

Public engagement: To educate people
about variable stars, we are giving
talks to schools and the public.

...using SuperWASP observations.
The SuperWASP telescopes surveyed almost the entire night sky using
two identical observatories in the Canary Islands and South Africa.
Between 2004 - 2013, SuperWASP accumulated ~16 million images
of ~31 million bright stars.

classiﬁcation rate, we are training a
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN).

We found a
new type of star.

We discovered a new and unusual conﬁguration of binary stars,
made up of contact red giant stars with periods from 5-32
days, longer than the typical 1 day period. These may be
progenitors of stellar explosions known as red novae (e.g. V838
Mon). We are now observing and modelling these stars.

...and made discoveries of:

(i) Extreme variable stars including long period near-contact
red-giant binary stars;
(ii) Extremely short period contact binaries near the short
period cut off (~0.23 days);
(iii) Multi-periodic systems including delta Scutis in binary
systems, and double-mode Cepheids;
(iv) 300+ new variable stars, the majority of which are binaries
and pulsating stars.

We received ~2 million
classiﬁcations...
We analysed the ﬁrst 1 million classiﬁcations,
containing 4.5% pulsators, 5.3% detached eclipsing
binaries, 6.4% contact eclipsing binaries 9.9%
rotators, 7.3% unknown stars & 66.6% junk.
Members of the public have a 90% accuracy for
detached eclipsing binaries, but only an 8%
accuracy for rotators.
Accuracy matrix [Thiemann et al. (2021)]

